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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE AND MOTHER OF THE
REFUGEES, TRANSMITTED IN THE EAGLE OF LIGHT DURING THE TRIP FROM THE CITY OF SAN
GABRIEL, RG, TO THE CITY OF BLUMENAU, SC, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL
SAGRADO CORAZÓN

???Dear children,

On this day that the missionaries are returning to Brazil after an intense experience of fraternal
charity, I would like to ask everyone to prepare their hearts and their inner beings from now on to
receive their account of all this last missionary experience.

Each of the missionaries who went to Turkey will bring back engraved in their memory a stage of
their life; a stage that will remain indelible and that will help them to strengthen their surrender to
the arms of the Celestial Father.

My dear children, a door of light and of mercy stayed opened in the Middle East so that the new
missionaries will be able to serve in the main migratory crisis of the 21st century.

Dear children, beyond everything the missionaries experienced in name of everyone who with their
prayers and donations supported the mission, the possibility to learn to love the human condition
and above all, to give love to the hearts that live day and night in the terror of wars, will be kept as a
spiritual wealth.

At this time in which My missionaries have already left Turkey to return to the Americas with all
this life experience, I once more ask that you prepare your hearts to know the truth about what is
nowadays a demoralized humanity, lost and blinded by the actions of the adversary. But I will not
get tired to tell you, dear children, that My Heart triumphed through each small sacrifice performed
by each missionary when they opened their heart to receive the great pain of the world.

Dear children, tonight I bring to your consciousness the importance to perceive the planetary reality.

Your Mother is today with all the missionaries.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you and loves you,

Your Mother Maria, Rose of Peace and Mother of the Refugees


